Carpet Puzzle

by TTEAM/TTouch Instructor Edie Jane Eaton

This puzzle is a fun diversion and has a lovely and
simple solution. I hope that you enjoy it, and if it’s
not for you – pass it on!

Please, if you figure it out – do let me know.

8 feet
9 feet

1 foot

12 feet

The father of a friend of mine – a man I admired greatly
– gave it to me about 35 years ago. It took me a while to
solve, and I have passed it on to several people in the
intervening years, but never heard if anyone solved it –
though I did ask them to tell me. They may not have
found it as interesting as I did, nor have had as much
time on their hands as I did back then in my somewhat
misguided youth. Or perhaps they thought it was too
easy. Or maybe it didn’t get solved...

Edie Jane Eaton

Edie Jane Eaton is an international Instructor of Tellington
Touch and TTEAM, a senior
trainer of Companion Animal
This is a 12' x 9' carpet with an 8' x 1' hole in the centre. and TTEAM Practitioners in
The trick is to cut the carpet into two pieces and put the North America, Europe and
two pieces together to make a carpet with dimensions South Africa and has been
10' x 10'.
teaching TTEAM workshops since the early eighties.
Edie Jane is also a Guild Certified Practitioner of the
How might you do that?
Feldenkrais Method for humans, from which the
TTouch work evolved. She spends much time traveling
and teaching TTEAM and TTouch and when at home
just outside Ottawa, Canada, she keeps busy with her
Feldenkrais Practice. Visit Edie Jane’s website,
www.ListeningToWhispers.com, to learn more about
her and her upcoming workshops.
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